
Startek is a global provider of 
tech-enabled business process 
management solutions. The company 
provides omnichannel customer 
experience, digital transformation, and 
technology services to some of the finest 
brands globally. Startek is committed to 
impacting clients’ business outcomes by 
focusing on enhancing customer 
experience and digital & AI enablement 
across all touch points and channels. 
Startek has more than 40,000 CX 
experts spread across 46 delivery 
campuses in 13 countries. The company 
services over 250 clients across a range 
of industries such as Banking and 
Financial Services, Insurance, 
Technology, Telecom, Healthcare, Travel & 
Hospitality, Ecommerce, Consumer 
Goods, Retail, and Energy & Utilities. To 
learn more about Startek’s global 
solutions, please visit 
www.startek.com. 

With you globally

South Africa
> Johannesburg
> Durban

Peru
> Lima

Canada
>Kingston, ON

Australia
>Melbourne

United States of America
>Greenwood Village, CO
>Hamilton, OH
>Mansfield, OH
>Myrtle Beach, SC
>Lynchburg, VA
>Farmington, MO
>Hot Springs, AR
>San Antonio, TX

Jamaica
>Kingston, JM

India
>Ahmedabad
>Bengaluru (4)
>Bhopal
>Chennai
>Chhindwara
>Gurgaon
>Hyderabad
>Kolkata
>Lucknow
>Mumbai (2)
>Noida
>Pune
>Vijaywada

Philippines
>Angeles
>Frontera Verde
>Makati
>Iloilo

Saudi
Arabia
>Jeddah
>Riyadh

Sri Lanka
>Wattala
>Colombo

Malaysia
>Johor Bahru
>Kuala Lumpur

Honduras
>San Pedro Sula
>Tegucigalpa (2)

Argentina
>Cordoba
>Buenos Aires (2)
>Mar del Plata
>Tucuman
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Committed to
excellence in CX solutions

Specialists: 40,000+ 

Delivery Campuses: 46 

Countries:13

Clients: 250
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We avoid the generic: Our solutions portfolio is bespoke, because there are no one-size-fits-all solutions

We enable business resiliency: We help you deliver on CX with genuine customer connections to consistently chart a distinctive 
course, even in challenging times

We pioneered the campus on cloud: Our highly secure and scalable Startek Cloud framework enables virtual and multi-cultural   
teams to work across our global network in a secured and agile framework

StartekEdge: We are at the forefront of the brave new digital order, helping you process incipient shifts in customer
competitor behaviour

Industry expertise: We draw on over 30 years of experience with blue-chip clients across the world to offer you a depth of 
multi-industry knowledge and expertise

Diversity is us: Our people represent the best of who we are: diverse, global, passionate, and entrepreneurial in spirit

An unwavering commitment to innovation: Innovation is not really a choice at Startek, it’s embedded across our value chain and 
among our people as a way of life

Why Startek

We offer a repository of digital
and omnichannel solutions based on 
decades of experience in driving 
growth by putting the customer at the 
centre of your business. Because no 
one solution fits all, we have crafted 
solution delivery to suit a variety of 
industries.

Just ask for a reference case that 
resonates with your business 
objectives. We’ll showcase an 
engagement that’s exceeded 
expectations, across the board.  

Our solutions
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